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Fomas: Italian Subsidiary
in China
Locating a subsidiary in
China for the Rings Division
of the Fomas Group was just
a matter of time.
In 2006, Fomas decided
to invest in the Liaoning
Province with an entirely
foreign owned enterprise Fomas Precision Forging
(Dalian) Co. Ltd. The first
phase of an initial USD 40
million was completed in
October 2008 with the installation of two production
lines. The very latest technology developed by Fomas’
R&D department was imported and installed.
Ultra Sonic Test equipment is used to help assure
the lack of any internal defects that could be present in
the rolled ring. The Chinese
subsidiary says that its lab is
able to perform all required
test to ensure a high integrity product.
“At the moment the situation in China, due to the
global crisis we are facing,
has induced the Chinese

government to adjust its
strategy,” a Fomas representative told CFN. “The dramatic drop in exports and
the consequent bankruptcy
of those companies dealing
mainly in this field has
forced them to concentrate
on domestic demands. In
order to support local markets, the Chinese government has launched many
national projects that are

having a positive effect on
the demand of forgingsrolled rings. This is a great
opportunity for our company, that aims for continuous expansion thanks to the
quality of the product and
the high service level provided to its customers.”
FOMAS
Precision
Forging (Dalian) Co. Ltd.
produces hot rolled rings
from 180 to 1,150mm out-

Forged Wheels
for Ferrari
Alcoa Auto Wheels, a subsidiary of Alcoa, will supply
its lightweight forged aluminum wheels for the new
Ferrari 458 Italia. The forged
aluminum wheel technology
ensures that the front wheel
weighs 22.8lbs while the
rear wheel weighs 25.3lbs, a
significant difference when
compared to a typical cast
aluminum wheel. Despite its
light weight, the wheel diameters are increased to
20in, accommodating large
carbon ceramic brake discs,
with rim widths of 8.5in

(front) and
10.5in (rear). Forged
wheels require less
energy to
spin up to
speed during acceleration
as
lighter
wheel mass
lowers rotational inertia. This also reduces the gyroscopic effect of
high speed rotation, improving steering response and per-

formance. The wheels for the
new Ferrari are forged at
Alcoa’s Works Plant in
Cleveland, Ohio.

Blade Tooling and Blayson
Group announce Partnership
Blade Tooling Ltd and The
Blayson Group Ltd announced that the two companies are to co-operate to form
an innovative partnership.
This Blade Blayson partnership uses the latest technology
to cover the whole wax
process from design through
to completed assemblies ready for shelling. This integrates
the supply chain for wax pattern production and assembly
into a single unified solution
and leaves the foundry free to
concentrate on its core skill of
metal casting. With investment casting foundries under
pressure to reduce costs whilst
raising quality standards this
advanced manufacturing concept offers a seamless way
forward and will prove especially helpful to those seeking
to reduce lead times for new
casting products.
Blade’s Neil France and
Dave Morson of Blayson
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side diameter and from 2 to
75 kg. Rings made of carbon steel, low alloy steel and
stainless steel can be annealed and machined in
order to better serve the demand of bearing, transmission, automotive and oil &
gas markets. The company
is certified ISO 9001, ISO
14001, and OHSAS 18001
by European DNV auditors.

Reaching
Design
Capacity
The foundry and rolling facility owned by OMK in Russia
produced 101,100mt of coils
for October, reaching its design capacity of 100,000mt
per month. The casting and
rolling complex plans to increase the capacity from its
current 1.5 million tns/yr to 3
million tons of rolled steel per
year. From January-October
2010,
OMK
produced
800,000mt of coil at its facility, which is used to produce
90% of small and medium diameter pipes at its subsidiary
Vyksa Steel Works. By the
beginning of 2011, OMK's
facility intends to fully cover
the coil requirements of
Vyksa Steel Works. The
foundry and rolling facility
was commissioned in October 2008 and to date it has
mastered the technology required for smelting, casting
and rolling products of 21
steel grades.

Integrated
Steel Plant
Purchase

said, “This is a first for investment casting where we
have two leading suppliers
working together to take responsibility for ensuring that
production of wax parts is
trouble free for foundries. It
also means that considerable
benefits exist in terms of significantly reduced time, cost
and speed to market with

new jobs.”
“Both
Blade
and
Blayson will continue to operate independently, but by
offering their combined services to the world market we
believe tremendous opportunities and benefits exist for
foundries,”
says
Ron
Williams, Managing Director
of Blayson.

The Bright World of Metals

Southern Ispat and Energy is
in talks to acquire a controlling stake in New Tech Forge
and Foundry. New Tech is
based in Gujarat (India) and
has an integrated steel plant
with a capacity of 120,000
tns/yr. It produces sponge
iron, billets, round steel, forging articles and machine
flanges and has a net worth of
about INR 200 crore. A senior
company official said that the
talks are at an advanced stage
and they expect to close the
deal at about INR 100 crore.
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